
Debate on the non-energy fields existence. 
 
Debates about existence of the energy-free fields are desirable and occurred. There are 
supporters and opponents of the LRA-fields concept. Surprisingly, but opponents asserted a 
priori: any energy-free fields do not exist and cannot exist. The opponents did not bother 
themselves to proof the impossibility of the energy-free fields existence, as if, it was not required 
to them, everything was obvious for them without the proofs. The similar happened in a science 
more than once. For instance, eminent French scientist Lavoisier, director of the Parisian 
Academy of Sciences, distinguished by extraordinary perseverance and precision in scientific 
researches, denied the possibility of meteorites falling, indicating: "Stones can not fall from the 
sky, because the stones are not present in the sky." Lavoisier's argument seemed convincing in 
his time, because the stones absence in the sky seemed obvious. Incorrectness of the Lavoisier’s 
conclusion and of our opponents’ logic resulted from substitution of the proof by the evidence, 
from substitution of the correct thesis "we never observed stones in the sky" by the incorrect 
thesis "stones in the sky do not exist." Similarly at present, the correct thesis of opponents "we 
know nothing about non-energy fields" is replaced by opponents with the incorrect thesis "non-
energy fields do not exist". In like situations, researchers forget the methodological remark of 
great Newton that science knows only a drop from the ocean of knowledge, outside of which an 
unexpected picture of the world can be opened.    

       On the development process, science step on the same rake with an enviable constancy, 
hampering its progress by assuming that the momentary view is finally established and 
immutable. So, by the same reasons, at the same level of "scientific correctness" science 
considered previously as immutable that the Earth is flat, that space is Euclidean only, that a 
body mass cannot depend on its velocity, that parallel lines cannot intersect, that processes can 
be continuous only (non-quantum), that our space can be infinite only, and so on. Science is 
inertial. It resists to the introduction of novel views. However, inertia is necessary for science in 
order not to lose stability. Supporters of new views must look for answers to the objections of 
opponents. The inertia of science - this is normally, but only under the condition when the 
counteraction to a new views is accomplished scientifically correctly, at least, with proofs in 
hands, without substitution of the theses, without substitution of the proofs by evidence, 
speaking briefly, without mere negation. The known Russian scientist I. S. Shklovsky noted: 
academic science makes more precise verity, but search of new verity oversteps academic 
science limits. Therefore, it is not always rational to require that search of new verity would 
completely be inscribed in academic science from the very beginning of the search.  
Sometimes in discussions about the LRA-fields existence, the problem of LRA-fields action on 
long distances was confused to the problem of instantaneousness of energy transfer on distance. 
In particular, it was affirmed that energy can propagate from its source with infinite phase 
velocity of waves. This is certainly incorrect in physical sense and in the sense of phase velocity 
definition. 


